Assessment item

1.1
Importance of improvement: don't know
Consideration to own health:
incapable

Taste of meal: always no good
Preparation for improvement: want to avoid

Type I
Optimistic and indifference
to health
Type IV
Actively make efforts
to improve

0.6

Improvement burden: much burden

Own proper meal volume: I know.

2. Knowledge
1) Importance of
improvement
2) Own proper meal volume
3. Atitude
1) Preparation for
improvement
2) Improvement burden
3) Execute plans
4. Action
1) Start improvement
2) Taste of meal
3) Meal time
4) Exercise

Awareness of desease: I have not

Execute plans: Yes, definately.

1. Recognition
1) Awareness of disease
2) Complecation

Food access: bad
Complecation: won't happen
Meal time: irregulality

Start improvement :I am working on it Own proper meal volume: I've heard
Supporter: none
Complication: could happen
0.1
Taste of meal: sometimes
Consideration to own health Preparation for improvement: want extremely
Exercise: regulary
: Yes, I can
Improvement burden: no
Exercise: want to start
Supporter: unneccesaryAwareness of desease: I have
Improvement: bring good thing
Execute plans: Yes, mostly
Importance of improvement:
Food
‐0.5
0.0access: good
0.5
Execute plans: hardly ever
Meal time: regulary Supporter: exist
don't understand
Start improvement: want start
Taste of meal: always good
Exercise: I would not starting
Own proper meal volume:Consideration to own health: Yes, if I can
Improvement burden: slight burden
don't know
Preparation for iprovement: want start, if I…
Start improvement: don't start
Complication: might happen
Type Ⅲ
Awareness of desease: don't know

Positive attitude to
improvement
‐0.4

1.0

Type II
Despite having
motivation, efforts do not

Legends.
Results of pattern analysis. [19] Classification using the “Behavioural type specific chart” was done using 4 questions. These 4 questions were selected from 14 assessment questions based on the result of pattern analysis using correspondence
analysis (or Hayashi’s Quantification Method 3) on awareness, motivation and behaviour of individuals who received outpatient dietary consultations.

